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HOJA DE RESPUESTAS
EJERCICIO 1: TOP TEN UNIVERSITY GHOSTS
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EJERCICIO 1
TOP TEN UNIVERSITY GHOSTS
Adapted from The Daily Telegraph 31/10/13

Read the following texts about university ghosts.
PART 1: Match each ghost 1-5 with its corresponding sentence A-F. There is only ONE
possible answer and there is ONE EXTRA sentence you do not need to use.
DON’T FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET.

1 - Colonel Francis
The ghost of Colonel Francis, who died in 1645, lives in Merton College library (1C) at the
University of Oxford.

2 - Emma Louise
University College London's student accommodation is inhabited by the ghost of a young girl,
Emma Louise, who was killed in a tunnel to the main building. Legend says that if her name is
repeated she will appear (2F).

3 - The White Lady
The White Lady of St Andrews often appears in the cathedral gardens wearing a long white dress.
The cathedral is half a mile from the University, so she isn’t strictly a university ghost. Most people
see her during October and November (3E).

4 - Thomas Holloway
People say that Thomas Holloway, who started the Royal Holloway University, takes the form of a
black cat every night (4A). Also, one of his paintings in the university's gallery is said to transmit
black magic.

5 - Big Bertha
The presence of a 60-year-old nurse wearing a brown uniform (5B) is a familiar figure to those
at the University of Wales. Bertha Ramsey was a nurse who died after mysteriously falling down
the stairs during the 1962 Christmas holidays.

1 - Colonel Francis ...

A - as an animal

2 - Emma Louise ...

B - dressed for work

3 - The White Lady ...

C - in a place of study
appears

4 - Thomas Holloway ...

D - in the Christmas holidays

5 - Big Bertha ...

E - more in autumn
F - when you call him/her
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PART 2: Match each university 6-10 with its corresponding sentence G-L. There is only
ONE possible answer and there is ONE EXTRA sentence you do not need to use.
DON’T FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET.

6 - Durham University
The ghost of Frederick Copeman walks around the student residence at Durham Castle. On results
day this student believed he had failed his exams and killed himself. Although really he passed!
Frederick's room is now empty (6L).

7 - University of Warwick
According to reports, the student residence was built on the site of an old prison and is occupied by
the ghostly prisoners (7J) who were executed there.

8 - University of Exeter
Dressed in paint-covered clothes (8G), this ghostly workman walks around the music room since
he died working there.

9 - University of Cambridge
The ghost of Christopher Round appears every year in May making horrible sounds (9K). The
true story of his death is explained in the book A College Mystery.

10 - University of Bristol
Watch out for the horseman! Apparently, a headless figure (10I) rides down Tyndall Avenue at
night on his black horse.

6 - Durham University ...

G - dirty ghost

7 - The University of Warwick ...

H - ghost who wrote books

8 - The University of Exeter ...

I - ghost with no head
has a

9 - The University of Cambridge ...

J - large group of ghosts

10 - The University of Bristol ...

K - noisy ghost
L - room which is not used
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WHAT A BAD SERVICE!
Adapted texts from the Internet

You are going to read two e-mails. For questions 1-10 choose the correct answer A, B or C.
Only ONE answer is correct.
DON’T FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET
Dear Sir / Madam,
Last weekend it was my boyfriend’s birthday and I knew he wanted a pair of blue trainers.
I didn’t have much time to get them, so I decided to buy them from your webpage, because you
promise fast delivery (1A) as well as great prices.
I had some problems with my computer, so I phoned your company directly (2A). You told
me that you were sorry but you didn’t have the model I liked in blue (3B), only in grey and red.
My boyfriend hates red, so I decided to buy them in grey.
You sent them very fast, so I was really happy. But, when my boyfriend opened the box we saw
that the trainers were red (4A). I felt terrible! I’m not going to recommend this webpage to
anybody.
Regards
Zoe Darvish
(5B) whole text

1
A
B
C

Zoe chose the webpage because …

2
A
B
C

From the email we know that …

3
A
B
C

Initially Zoe wanted the shoes in ...

4
A
B
C

What happened in the end?

5

What do you think Zoe said when her boyfriend opened the present?

you get your products quickly
you can get your money back
it is famous for its running shoes

you can order on the phone and online
some customers had a bad experience
the company doesn’t have a lot of models

red
blue
grey

The order was wrong
The trainers arrived late
She ordered the present late

A. Sorry! They only
had this colour…

B. Sorry! I didn’t order
this…

C. Sorry! I forgot you
didn’t like this colour…
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Dear Sir/Madam,
Last night my family and I visited your restaurant to celebrate my father’s 70 th birthday. My father
loves Italy so when I first saw your pretty Italian restaurant I thought it was a great choice
(6C).
The waiter that I spoke to said that you had special menus for special events (7C) so I
looked on your webpage and saw a perfect menu for the family. I ordered our food online to save
time.
When we arrived we had a great table by the window but we all received the wrong meals (8C).
The manager explained that they didn’t have the vegetable risotto and the spinach lasagne, so he
gave us a different option.
I was not happy with the service and the menu that we got (9A). I pre-ordered to be sure to
get the food that we wanted. The dinner was a disaster.
Regards
Alan Jones
(10B) whole text

6
A
B
C

Alan first chose this restaurant because …

7
A
B
C

The waiter said …

8
A
B
C

The main problem Alan and his family had was that they got ...

9

What do you think Alan said to his father after the meal?

it is a local restaurant
he liked the decoration
it made a good impression

they could sit by the window
they could pre-order their meal
the restaurant had different menus

the wrong table
vegetarian food
a different menu

A. Sorry Dad! We are
not going to come
here again…

10
A
B
C

B. Sorry Dad! What a
bad table!

C. Sorry Dad! The
risotto was terrible…

Zoe and Alan sent these e-mails because they ...
wanted information
had bad experiences
had a suggestion to make
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